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Abstract
We are interested in the description of a set of pictures by string languages by using several
semantics: segments [12], segments with blank moves [8] and pixels [10]. We give a method to
code the Post correspondence problem in rational picture languages in order to show the unde-
cidability of existence of words satisfying a given property in a rational language. In particular,
we study the properties like \is a self-avoiding word", \is a minimal picture word" or \describes
a connected picture". c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In order to use the well-known tools of the theory of formal languages to manipulate
multidimensional objects such as pictures, we try to lead to the free monoid by de-
scribing these objects with words. This is the subject of the \picture languages theory"
introduced by Maurer, et al. [12] who use the restricted Freeman’s code to describe
pictures made of segments. The aim is to assimilate a word with a sequence of orders
to a plotter where the commands are limited to the four orders \up", \right", \down"
and \left" designated, respectively, by the letters u, r, d and l. Thus the words over the
alphabet  { called picture words { represent pictures with two distinguished points:
the start point and the end point.
We are interested in the description of picture sets by (string) languages classied
according to the Chomsky’s hierarchy. Thus we know that the membership problem
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{ i.e. to know if a given picture is represented in a picture of  { is decidable but
NP-complete for rational languages [9]. We also know how to decide if a context-free
language describes a nite or an innite set of pictures [12].
In this line of decision problems, in this paper we are interested in existential prop-
erties. Let p be a predicate over picture words, which can be about pictures or words.
We would like to know whether we can decide the problem:
Let L be a picture word language. Is there in L a word which satises the
property p?
We give here a method to show the undecidability of this kind of problems for sev-
eral properties p such as \is a self-avoiding word", \is a contour word of polyomino"
for rational picture languages as well as for several semantics: segments like described
above [12], segments with blank moves [8] and pixels [10].
2. Preliminaries and notations
We assume the reader to be familiar with the theory of formal languages and we
give only some notations. For more details, see the books of Berstel [3] or of Eilenberg
[7].
Let  be an alphabet, the set  represents the free monoid generated by the alphabet
, we denote by  the empty word.
For a word !2, j!j denotes its length and j!ja the number of occurrences of the
letter a in !. We designate by ~! the mirror image of !. For two words ; 2, we
denote by 6 the fact that  is a prex of , i.e. there is 0 2 such that = :0.
The wording of the Post correspondence problem (noted PCP), is a couple (U; V )
with U =(u1; : : : ; uk) and V =(v1; : : : ; vk) with k>1 and 816i6k; ui; vi 2f0; 1g+.
A solution of the PCP is a sequence i1; : : : ; in 2f1; : : : ; kg with n>1 such that
ui1 : : : : :uin = vi1 : : : : :vin
A variant of the PCP (noted VPCP) is to nd a sequence i1; : : : ; in 2f1; : : : ; kg with
n>1 such that
ui1 : : : : :uin = vi1 : : : : :vin
and
816j6n; jui1 : : : : :uij j>jvi1 : : : : :vij j
This condition imposes that ui is always \ahead" of the vi. The PCP and the VPCP
are well known to be undecidable problems [13, 11].
A picture word is a word over the alphabet = fu; r; d; lg where each letter codes a
unit move up for u, to the right, down and to the left for r, d and l, respectively. For
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each unit move we plot the covered segment [12]. For instance, the word != u2rdl3
describes the picture:
The white circle designs the start point of the picture and the black one the end point.
The vector between these two points is called the shift of the word and is denoted by
sh(!):
sh(!)= (j!jr − j!jl; j!ju − j!jd)
We say that a word represents a loop if its shift is nil (start point= end point).
The inverse of a picture word ! is denoted ! and is its image by the anti-morphism
Inv from  into  such that Inv(u)=d, Inv(r)= l, Inv(d)= u and Inv(l)= r. For
instance:
A picture word is self-avoiding (we say also self-avoiding walk) if all its non-empty
factors are not loop. A picture word is a contour word of polyomino [4] if it is a loop
and there is no proper factor which is a loop. Such words describe polyominoes by
the contour. Example of a contour word of polyomino:
We say that a polyomino is row (respectively column) convex if each row (resp.
column) is convex. A polyomino is convex if it is row and column convex.
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3. Method and example for rational languages
The coding of the PCP in linear picture languages can be made by using the pos-
sibility of generating palindromes [5]. To consider rational languages instead of linear
languages deprives us of this possibility which seems, a priori, to be necessary to code
the PCP in languages. We give here a method, for rational languages, which is based
on the variant of the PCP noted VPCP.
We illustrate this method by an example and we give it formally at the end of the
section. The example we deal with concerns self-avoiding walk.
Proposition 3.1. Let L be a rational language over . It is undecidable to know
whether or not L contains a self-avoiding word.
Proof. In order to obtain this result, we show that if this problem is decidable, the
VPCP is decidable too. Thus, for every instance of the VPCP, we construct a regular
language of  which contains a self-avoiding walk if and only if the instance of the
VPCP has a solution.
Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP with U =(u1; : : : ; uk) and V =(v1; : : : ; vk).
We denote by K the rational language that we build. A word ! of K is an attempt of
correspondence for a sequence i1; : : : ; in 2f1; : : : ; kg with n>1. By giving the construc-
tion of K , we show that the only way to have a self-avoiding word is that i1; : : : ; in is
a solution of the VPCP. By construction, it will be easy to see that for a solution we
can nd a self-avoiding word of K . The words of K have the following scheme:
!= 0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 ):1 : : : n−1:’(uin):n: (vin):
with ’ and  two morphisms from f0; 1g into  dened by
and
and the i, i and  some words of  we will dene below.
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The patterns ’(0), ’(1),  (0) and  (1) have been designed such that if we place
a pattern  (0) (respectively  (1)) \under" (shifted two units down) a pattern ’(0)
(resp. ’(1)) we have no intersection and we have an intersection in the other cases.
Notice that the signicant part, which \codes" the information 0 or 1, of the patterns
’(0) and ’(1) is under the horizontal axis since the upper part is used for control as
we will see below. For the patterns  (0) and  (1) the signicant part is above the
horizontal axis.
Thus, if we place  (vi1 ) under (shifted two units down) ’(ui1 ), we get a pattern
without intersection only if vi1 is a prex of ui1 or vice-versa. The role of 1 in ! is
to \place the pen" below ’(ui1 ). The word 1 has the scheme:
1 2 :(0 + 1):
where , 0, 1 and  are words over .
Since it is impossible to place the pen at the right place without perturbing the
comparison, we copy the pattern of ’(ui1 ) by using 0 and 1:
If we consider the morphism h from f0; 1g into , which associate with 0 the
word 0 and with 1 the word 1, we want to show that there is no intersection in the
word 0:’(ui1 ):1 only if 1 = :h(fui1 ):.
If, for instance, we take ui1 = 100, the picture described by ’(ui1 ): is the next one:
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The patterns 0 and 1 have been designed to create cycles if they are placed under
a 1 and a 0, respectively, but no intersection in the other cases. Thus, ’(ui1 )::0 has
no cycle:
while ’(ui1 )::1 contains one:
This assures us that the \copy", i.e. the part (0 + 1) of 1, corresponds to the
pattern created by ’. But we have to check that the copy does not stop before ending
and that it is not too long. We are sure that the copy is not too short otherwise the
pattern  creates a cycle with non-copied patterns:
To check that the copy is not too long, we place before ’(ui1 ), by stating 0 =  a
pattern which creates a cycle. This pattern  is
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Thus, if in 1 the copy is correct and have the good length, there is no intersection
in 0:’(ui1 ):1:
On the other hand, if the copy is too long a cycle is created with  (example where
we add a 1):
This assures us that 1 = :h(fui1 ): and thus under a pattern ’(0) we have a 0 and
under a pattern ’(1) we have a 1. Now we have to place  (vi1 ) and to show that
there is no cycle only if vi1 is a prex of ui1 . The interaction between the patterns
0, 1 and the patterns  (0) and  (1) is the same as between ’ and  , i.e. there is
no cycle if we place a  (0) (respectively  (1)) under a 0 (resp. 1) and there is
intersection otherwise. Since the 0 correspond to ’(0) of ui1 and that similarly the 1
correspond to ’(1) of ui1 , if there is no intersection, there is correspondence between
the letters of vi1 and the letters of ui1 .
For instance, always with ui1 = 100, even if 1 copies correctly ui1 , we have neces-
sarily an intersection in 0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 ) if vi1 = 0:
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On the other hand, if vi1 = 10, there is no cycle:
The VPCP imposes \the ui to be ahead of the vi", i.e. for a solution i1; : : : ; in, we
have 816j6n, jui1 : : : uij j>jvi1 : : : vij j. It is the role of  (appearing in 1) to create a
cycle if the vi are too long. For instance, if vi1 = 1001, we have a cycle:
We note i, for 16i<n, the words of  such that 816j<n, ui1 : : : uij = vi1 : : : vij j.
We state 0 = .
In the word ! which has the scheme imposed above, if we have no intersection in
the factor 0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 ) (with 0 =  and 1 2 :(0 + 1):), this means that vi1
is a prex of ui1 . The word 1 is the part of ui1 which have not been compared with
the word made by the vi. Before adding ’(ui2 ), we have to copy 1. This operation is
similar with the copy in 1 and is done by 1 which has the scheme:
1 2 :(0 + 1)
where  is the word used to dene 0 and
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The factor (0 + 1) of 1 corresponds to the copy of 1 in order to be compared
with the next vi. If we consider the morphism g from f0; 1g into  which associates
0 with the word 0 and 1 with the word 1, we want to show that if there is no cycle,
then, 1 = :g(1). In the same way as with 0 and 1, if we want no cycle, we have
to put a 0 under a 0 and a 1 under a 1. Thus, with the example having ui1 = 100
and vi1 = 10, 0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 )::1 contains a cycle:
while 0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 )::0 have no cycle:
This assures us that 1 is correctly copied. If the copy is too long the pattern 0 or
1 collides with :
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To verify that the copy is not too short, we use the fact that a i is followed by a
’(ui). If we place a ’(0) or a ’(1) since 1 is not entirely copied, there is intersection:
Then, the word 1 is the exact copy of 1 and we have 1 = :g(1).
Next, in !, we place ’(ui2 ) and a word 2, which like 1 belongs to :(0 + 1)
:.
In the same way as with 1, the only way to have no cycle is that 2 = :h(]1:ui2 ):.
Then, we place  (vi2 ) and we show as above that there is no cycle only if vi2 is
a prex of 1:ui2 . If in the previous example we take ui2 = 0 and vi2 = 0, the word
(without cycle):
0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 ):1:’(ui2 ):2: (vi2 )
represents the picture:
And so on. In fact, we can show by induction over n that if we have:
0 = 
816j<n; j 2 :(0 + 1)
816j<n; j 2 :(0 + 1):
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then
0:’(ui1 ):1: (vi1 ):1 : : : n−1:’(uin):n: (vin) is self-avoiding
m
816j<n j = :g(j)
816j<n j = :h( ]j−1:uij):
816j6n vij 6 j−1:uij
After this, we have to show that if ! is self-avoiding then vin is exactly n−1:uin .
For this, we just take =  with
If the last comparison ends too soon, there is a cycle with :
On the other hand, if the comparison has good length, no cycle is created:
With the construction of !, this word is self-avoiding only if the sequence i1; : : : ; in
is a solution of the VPCP. In order to contain all the possible sequences, we consider
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(0 + 1)| {z }
\"






where  is the word:
which forces the rst \" to be  (i.e. 0 seen above).
Thus, if K contains a self-avoiding word then the VPCP has a solution. Now, if the
VPCP has a solution, we can easily associate with it a self-avoiding word of K .
Our method consists in associating with every wording of the VPCP a rational picture
word language which contains a word with the wished property { being self-avoiding
in the previous proposition { if and only if the VPCP has a solution.
Denition 3.2. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP with U =(u1; : : : ; uk) and V =
(v1; : : : ; vk). We associate with (U; V ) the language K(U;V ) over the alphabet :
= f0; 1; 00; 10; ; ; 0; 1; ; 0; 1; ; g




(0 + 1)ui(0 + 1):f(vi)
)+

where f is the morphism from f0; 1g into  such that f(0)= 00 and f(1)= 10.
We just have to apply to K(U;V ) the suitable morphism from  into  to obtain
the result. For instance for the Proposition 3.1, we have applied the morphism h1
illustrated in Fig. 1.
4. Other results
This method allows us to re-show an undecidability result of Beauquier on the
existence of a contour word of polyomino in rational languages [1] and a result of
Dassow and Hinz on the existence of a tree (graph without cycle) in a rational lang-
uage [6].
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Fig. 1. Morphism h1 (existence of a self-avoiding word). .
Theorem 4.1 (Beauquier [1]). Let L be a rational language over . It is undecidable
to know whether or not L contains a contour word of polyomino.
Proof. We consider an instance (U; V ) of the VPCP and we use the language
h1(K(U;V )) of the proof of Proposition 3.1. It is easy to see that the language K 0=K:l+
u+r+ contains a contour word of polyomino if and only if K contains a self-avoiding
word (see Fig. 2).
Theorem 4.2 (Dassow and Hinz [6]). Let L be a rational language over . It is un-
decidable to know whether or not L contains a tree.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We still use the language L= h1(KU;V )
of the Proposition 3.1 and we easily see that a self-avoiding word is a tree and that a
word of L which is not self-avoiding has a cycle.
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Fig. 2. Contour word of polyomino in K:l+:u+:r+.
The method allows to show some results which are not based on geometrical prop-
erties. It is the case of the existence of an optimal word or of a minimal word. We say
that a word is optimal if it draws only once each segment of the picture it describes.
A word is said to be minimal if there is no shorter word which describes the same
picture.
Proposition 4.3. Let L be a rational language over .
1. It is undecidable to know whether or not L contains an optimal word.
2. It is undecidable to know whether or not L contains a minimal word.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We consider the language L= h2(K(U;V ))
where h2 is the morphism illustrated in Fig. 3. The construction of h2 is a variant of
h1. With h2, an intersection has the scheme (the second drawing is slightly shifted to
distinguish the moves):
For the point 1, we just have to notice that every self-avoiding word is optimal and
that every word of L which is not self-avoiding has a segment plotted twice.
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Fig. 3. Morphism h2 (existence of a minimal word ).
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Fig. 4. Morphism h3 (existence of a word describing a connected picture).
For the point 2, we note that to draw the non-dotted part a word of L uses 14 moves
(d3ru3 and u3ld3) while we need only 9 letters (dru and ulru2ld3 for instance):
Thus, a word of L which contains an intersection is not minimal while a self-avoiding
word is minimal. The instance (U; V ) has a solution if and only if L contains a minimal
word.
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Fig. 5. Example of correspondence for the existence of a connected picture.
5. Picture languages with blank moves
The use of the alphabet  to code pictures imposes these ones to be connected.
It is interesting to extend this alphabet with letters allowing to move without plotting
segments. We consider the alphabet i= fu; r; d; l; u0; r0; d0; l0g where u, r, d and l
have the same meaning as before and where the primed letters induce an invisible
move [8]. This allows to describe connected and non-connected pictures.
It is then natural to ask if we can decide whether all the pictures of a language
are connected or all non-connected. We answer by the negative to these two questions
with the two following propositions.
Proposition 5.1. Let L be a rational language over i. It is undecidable to know
whether or not L contains a word describing a connected picture.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We consider the language L= h3(K(U;V ))
where h3 is the morphism from  into i described in Fig. 4.
The idea is to code the information \0" or \1" in non-connected parts of h3(0) and
h3(1). Only a correct copy will connect these components (see h3(00) and h3(10)). An
example of correspondence is given in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Morphism h4 (existence of a word describing a non-connected picture).
Proposition 5.2. Let L be a rational language over i. It is undecidable to know
whether or not L contains a word describing a non-connected picture.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We consider the language L= h4(K(U;V ))
where h4 is the morphism from  into i dened in Fig. 6.
Here, we construct simultaneously two disjoint connected components and any
mistakes in copies will connect them. An example of correspondence is given in
Fig. 7.
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Fig. 7. Example of correspondence for the existence of a non-connected picture.
The method seems to be ecient enough to be extended to other semantics. This is
the purpose of the next section with \pixel" semantic.
6. Pixel picture languages
By changing the semantic of the alphabet , we are interested in the description of
pictures made of pixels (unit square) instead of segments. For this, the letters of 
induce always unit move but we do not plot the segment under the move but the pixel
in the right of the move [10]. Thus the word rullduu describes the picture given in
Fig. 8.
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Fig. 8. Picture described by rullduu.
Fig. 9. Morphism h5 (existence of a word describing a polyomino).
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Fig. 10. Example of correspondence for the existence of a polyomino.
This semantic can be used to describe polyominoes with or without holes since
contour words of polyomino dened above can only describe polyominoes without
hole (we said polygons).
Proposition 6.1. Let L be a rational language over . It is undecidable to know
whether or not L contains a word describing a polyomino.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We consider the language L= h5(K(U;V ))
where h5 is the morphism from  into  illustrated in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 11. Morphism h6 (existence of a word describing a convex polyomino).
The principle is similar to that for Proposition 5.1. The information is coded with
non-4-connected parts of h5(0) and h5(1) and only exact copies will connect them
(see for instance h5(i), h5(00) and h5(10)). An example of correspondence is given in
Fig. 10.
Compared to Theorem 4.1 this is not very surprising. More surprising is the next
result which states the undecidability of the existence of a convex polyomino in a
rational language, since we know that this problem is decidable for contour words of
convex polyomino [2].
Proposition 6.2. Let L be a rational language over . It is undecidable to know
whether or not L contains a word describing a convex polyomino.
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Fig. 12. Example of correspondence for the existence of a convex polyomino.
Proof. Let (U; V ) be an instance of the VPCP. We consider the language L= h6(K(U;V ))
where h6 is the morphism dened in Fig. 11.
The idea is to construct a polyomino which contains no hole if and only if copies
are correct (if the pattern h6(1) is placed under a h6(0), one creates a hole). And
the polyomino is not row convex if a copy is too short or too long). An example of
correspondence is given in Fig. 12.
With similar morphisms, we can also show the undecidability of the existence of a
row (column) convex polyomino, of a polygon or also, like in Proposition 4.3, of the
existence of a minimal word in a rational pixel picture language.
7. Conclusion
The method we give allows to show the undecidability of numerous problems of
existential properties in several semantics and this with the image of the same rational
language K(U;V ) by dierent morphisms.
Notice that this method cannot be applied to \stripe languages" [15] { i.e. picture
languages where every picture can be drawn between two given parallel lines { since
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the languages we produced cannot be bounded in any direction. It is also interesting to
notice that, in the case of stripe languages, some of these problems become decidable,
like for instance containing a contour word of polyomino.
It is also interesting to notice the dierences between segment picture languages
and pixel picture languages. We have seen that the existence of a (contour word of)
polyomino, as well as the existence of a minimal word are undecidable in the two
semantics, but the existence of a (contour word of) convex polyomino is decidable
in segments but undecidable in pixels. Last, we have showed that the existence of an
optimal word is undecidable in segment and we can show that this problem is decidable
in pixels [14].
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